A family with multiple musculoskeletal abnormalities
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SUMMARY A family with multiple musculoskeletal abnormalities is reported. The disorder is characterised by platyspondyly, abnormality of the upper femoral epiphyses, and the development of precocious osteoarthritis. It is proposed that this family represents an example of autosomal dominantly inherited spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda (SED tarda).

This study was initiated by the admission to hospital of a 54-year-old woman (II-6, Fig. 1) for her second total hip joint replacement. The marked degree of cartilage loss in many joints, and the presence of a strong family history of musculoskeletal abnormalities, prompted a detailed study of other family members.

Patients and methods

All living affected and many unaffected family members were interviewed and examined. Examination included measurement of height and upper and lower body segments. A standing lateral x-ray of the thoracic and lumbar spine to screen for platyspondyly was performed.

Results

The mean height (164 cm) was the same in both the affected and unaffected groups. However, all affected family members had a shorter trunk and

Fig. 1 Pedigree of family.
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longer lower limbs than those not affected, with a reduced upper-to-lower-body segment ratio (mean 0.83 against 0.95).

The clinical findings in affected family members are summarised in Table 1. Bilateral hip pain invariably occurred, and symptoms in the back, knees, shoulders, and elbows also featured prominently. The age of onset of symptoms ranged from 2 to 20 years, and most of the affected people had been noted to have a stiff gait prior to the onset of pain.

Subject III-6 had been treated for presumed Perthes's disease during childhood, subject III-21 was treated for bilateral congenital dislocation of the hip, and subject III-24 was diagnosed as having traumatic synovitis of the right hip and knee when aged 3 years. Bone fragments resulting from osteochondritis dissecans had been surgically removed from subjects III-8, III-21, and III-31.

Physical examination revealed restriction of movement in affected joints with no associated extraskeletal features.

X-rays of the spine in all living affected members showed platyspondyly (Fig. 2), whereas those lacking symptoms had normal vertebral bodies, including subject III-13, a young woman who had been treated for scoliosis in childhood with the insertion of a Harrington rod but did not have any other joint symptoms. Hip X-rays of affected individuals in childhood showed irregularity of the femoral heads (Fig. 3) and in adulthood the development of degenerative changes (Fig. 4). X-rays of other painful joints in the propositus showed degenerative changes (Figs. 5, 6) in sites not usually affected by primary osteoarthritis.

**Discussion**

The findings presented are consistent with a diagnosis of dominantly inherited spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia tarda. SED tarda has been reported as hav-
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Fig. 3 Subject III-34. Age 10 years. Anteroposterior view of pelvis showing the abnormal contour of both upper femoral epiphyses.

Fig. 4 Subject II-6. Age 53 years. Anteroposterior view of pelvis showing severe loss of hip joint cartilage.

Fig. 5 Subject II-6. Age 50 years. Anteroposterior view of left shoulder showing severe loss of joint cartilage and flattening of the humeral head.

ing 3 modes of transmission. The X-linked recessive form was the first mode, described by Maroteaux et al. More recently both autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant forms have been described. The latter are similar to the family presented, with autosomal dominant inheritance, and skeletal changes are usually limited to the vertebrae and proximal epiphyses. There is mild truncal shortening, with little kyphosis or dwarfing. Symptoms are usually noted between the fourth and tenth years of life, when affected persons complain of hip pain and may have a stiff gait. Ocular abnormalities, though not present in the reported family, have been described.

X-rays show platyspondyly, particularly in the thoracic region, with wedging of the vertebral bodies, but not the mound of dense bone in the central and posterior portions of the flattened vertebrae which characterises the recessive form of SED tarda. Irregularities of the proximal epiphyses, most commonly the upper femoral epiphyses, are usually present, with progressive deformity and the development of degenerative changes. The short tubular bones may or may not be affected.
The development of precocious osteoarthritis is not an uncommon problem. When spondyloepiphyseal involvement predominates, the differential diagnosis includes spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita, Morquio's disease and other mucopolysaccharidoses, chondrodysplasia punctata, Dyggve-Melchior-Clausen dysplasia, hypothyroidism, and Kashin-Beck disease. These entities are well defined, usually presenting with developmental abnormalities in childhood. Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia, which is almost always inherited as an autosomal dominant, presents in a similar manner to SED tarda, but x-rays of the spine show that changes, if present, are confined to the edges of the vertebral bodies without any effect on vertebral height, and there is prominent involvement of the distal as well as the proximal skeleton.

This study illustrates the importance of the family history in determining the cause of degenerative arthritis when it occurs in unusual sites or at a young age. Although epiphyseal dysplasias are relatively uncommon, awareness of their place in the differential diagnosis of osteoarthritis may well prevent the inappropriate treatment of musculoskeletal complaints, particularly in childhood.
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